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Communication of the Plant Soul Tagetes Erecta
Mexican marigold. Aztec marigold.
Which tasks does this Plant Soul have
for us? How does it serve us? Please
let us have a short answer fit to be
used as Mantra.
Tagetes frees you from external
energies restricting and lessening
your power, striving to make you
believe that your possibilities were
limited and that there was no way
out. Those are lies! You are always
free, here and now! Use the power of
truth and freedom and let the Tagetes
Erecta Plant Soul be your system‘s guardian until it has learned to remain free,
strong and protected on its own. Blessings!
Which effects does this plant, essential oil, Plant Soul have on the different levels
of humans?
Conscious Level (Aware Consciousness, Mind)
We act very strongly on your aware consciousness. We show you the way out
and ways that are easier and more effective, we help you decide what you really
need and whether to question and at need change or influence given facts. We
show you the power of the Mind, which is way greater than you imagine and are
made to believe. You have the power to change and influence the world, and yet
you content yourself with so little: it‘s all right as long as you are doing fine ...
Think in greater contexts, you are not alone on this planet and there may be
many creatures - humans, animals, plants or even gems and crystals - in need
of exactly your help and support and advocacy. Especially when it comes to
environmental sins on a global scale, you still have not yet fully comprehended
your power. You should treat your planet as if it was your home, your private
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home which you do care for, clean and vacuum, where you welcome friendly
people, which you defend against people who only wish to destroy, abuse it for
their own profit or wish to steal from you and your home.
It matters who you give your vote in elections and where and what you chose
to buy in everyday life. It is important that you invest for the one thing that
really matters, i.e. how life can continue well also after your generation, to not
completely ruin the planet and leave it polluted by leaving as if you were tourists
leaving a resort. Other people need to live and work there after you. Leave it
how you would wish to find it.
And you do have the power: you can chose what to buy, you can vote what is
going to matter in politics. You can chose what kinds of thoughts and emotions
you feed into the field of human attention on this planet, and what kind of
information you upload there. Each and every one of you do so all the time
automatically. Support and spread energies and information that enhance and
maybe even enable positive changes. That is what the world needs from you,
because there is so much pessimism. Why not start a petition for more positive
attention for your and our planet, for we are a part and bound to this planet,
too? So many people meditate and wish to harmonize negative things. So few
meditate to celebrate, maintain and encourage or even demand Mother Earth‘s
beauty and power to cleanse and purify itself in all possible conditions. Surely,
your evolution can tell you something here, can it not? Celebrate Mother Earth‘s
strength deliberately and you render her a service. Be amazed and inspired by the
wonders she created by merging organisms.This is truly fantastic. Be grateful and
respect her and lend your voice to the protection of this planet as long as many
humans are too egoistic, reckless and shortsighted to think beyond their own
advantage and their personal well-being. Whenever protecting the environment
or cleansing or ‚repairing‘ it is strenuous, humans have destroyed and devastated
there before. Improve humankind‘s karma. Set aright and repair whatever you
can. Those of you with minds created for it will invent or discover and develop
machines and techniques and mechanisms to enable work for the good of the
planet (cars and other vehicles which do not need fossils, improvements in
recycling, cleansing the sea from plastics and so on). All those will make headlines
in your generation and the generations to come - because they are necessary!
Participate in changing bad situations for the better. You can, and really you owe
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it to the planet. Or would you allow or even participate in letting your human
mother be robbed, soiled, polluted, hurt and harmed in any way and on any level?
In poison being pumped in her veins and stored in her Body? And do you think
that any mother on this planet would be able to be a mother without eating
in order to make the baby‘s Body grow? Of course not. So a woman can only
become a mother by consuming what Mother Earths supplies. Respect your
Great Mother, she does deserve it - you would not be here without her.
Let us now get back to how Tagetes acts upon your Mind. We make you see
clearly what really matters behind all the facades of your world: Life itself and
life becoming, being and remaining more beautiful and really good in the long run.
And to be honest: often it is easier to reach that goal by dropping the
embellishment, details as well as seemingly complex issues and problems which
- from a distance - prove to be figments and unfortunately often also pointless,
and by simply advancing towards the goal. What do you need to be happy on
this very day? You need to decide. What do you need today to be supplied with
all you REQUIRE? Certainly no latte macchiato, fancy new lipstick, dress or car.
What you need is sufficient sleep, clean water, air and something wholesome and
healthy to eat. And often, you do not need large quantities, but you may and will
learn this. So, would you say it is quite easy for most of you to achieve those few
primary goals any creature has? Yes, it is.
And you know, from this saturated, content and happy state, you can deal very
differently with yourself, the day‘s requirements and challenges.You can be much
more relaxed because your basic needs are fulfilled and you are aware of it. It is
not enough to fulfill your needs, you need to also be aware of it, so it can make
you happy and satisfied. That is why it is always appropriate to be grateful and
humble. From this state, you can also see much more clearly which decisions are
beneficial for you and all, i.e. which decisions rather correspond to Divine Order
and the highest good of all, and which do not. This greatly facilitates making
meaningful and good decisions. And in case all decisions you can make feel bad to
you, ask yourself whether you must be the one to make that decision or whether
somebody else with more knowledge and overview in that particular field would
be a better decision maker. You can talk to him or her, you can also question
and change the circumstances, if that makes the task easier and better. Why not?
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Just because it is more challenging to think on your own and not rely on a faulty
conception? Oh, only humans are capable of that kind of reasoning ... If nature
worked that way, all creation would have died out a very long time ago. As you
can see, we enable you to see more clearly, to make better and more reasonable
decisions, help you understand that you are potentially very powerful, and that
it is up to you to fulfill your needs and to embrace and wield that power for the
highest good of all.The crucial part of this sentence is ‚for the highest good of all‘.
Subconscious Level
On your Subconscious Level, we establish a clear connection to Mother Earth,
between her cells and yours. Hence your cells can be purified, nurtured, informed
and recharged, and they receive more natural programs. The programs present
in nature, especially on the level of plants, crystals and gem stones, correspond
much more to Divine Order than many programs created and conceived by
humans - with the exception of unfortunate breeds and hybridization as well as
genetically modified plants which no longer correspond to Divine Order. Has
it ever crossed your Mind that by adding genetically modified components to
your nutrition, which is often not sufficiently marked for normal consumers to
notice, you are being held compatible to systems and organizations which harm
the world?
That is why it is very important indeed for your cells to also receive natural
programs, information and energetic nutrition from Mother Earth and nature,
which enhance health and life within you on the energetic level and the information
level. Of course, it is all the better to abstain from all substances which make you
ill and weak on the material level and to chose organic, sustainable and if available
regional products of that quality produced in an environmentally friendly way.
Is it not interesting how established lobbies work so very hard to maintain and
increase their power at a time when so many more people than ever before
have access to information and powerful positions? TV, media and bad nutrition
sold as great and desirable are used to keep humans weakened and weak. And
that is how the rich and powerful can prolong their lazy sojourn at the expense
of humanity and the planet. Defend yourselves against that! Stop participating.
You deserve something better and the planet deserves something better, too.
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It is possible to change this, but you need to make the change, not only dream
and talk about it, while the talking should not be underestimated. You need not
start a revolution - we know, you can do that, but that is not the way of good
development and with your actions you set a pattern for coming generations.
Simply start within you and in your life: fulfill your needs, become aware of that
and enjoy the satisfaction. Then you will be much less interested in harmful
beverages or unwholesome cakes, as you have already saturated yourself on all
levels and as much as possible with things that are good for you and make you
feel truly satisfied. That is also a good idea for all of you prone to frills, unhealthy
stuff and spending spree. Those are all signs of perceived lack: you try to buy
something to fulfill your needs and still your inner hunger. And yet, you can do
that on your own and with very little effort and very little money. Sometimes it
is so easy that you find it hard to believe, right?
But it is so easy and the power to do it rests within you. Let yourself feel this
power. Perceive what this power feels like. Perceive how allowing and embracing
this power makes you feel. And store that perception in your cells, they are
grateful to you and it will serve later on, to stand your ground. The more often
you do this, the less you can be controlled externally. That is really good for you.
You can practice this every day, and whenever you think about it, especially in
situations when you are tempted to buy things that are not good for you, or in
situations when others try to force you or pressure you into doing something
you do not want and cannot back. Stop being the victim.You are much more than
that, you know...
Physical Level (Body, Cell Memory, Chakras)
We relieve and purify your Body. Many harmful microorganisms can live in your
Body in such great and growing numbers because your nutrition bristles with
artificial add-ins which makes it easy for them. Most of those substances are
not healthy for you. But many of you do not even notice that their unhealthy
condition stems from unwholesome, denatured nutrition, as it takes very slow
effect on your entire organism and you would have to consume large amounts
regularly to really get ill, and your Body defends itself against that as good as
possible.
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And yes, often those substances are lethal to the harmful microorganisms within
you, too, but often they weaken you more than they weaken them. This also
correlates with the field of resonance: humans created those chemicals and
humans consume them and ensure and promote their production by deciding to
buy them. And therefore, humans pay the prize primarily. Many people working in
that industry are aware of the effects and do not consume their own products.
Do you wish to continue harming yourself, your children and wards who depend
on what you buy and put on the table, and support those corporations and let
them dictate you what to do? Or do you wish to accept your power and act
in an aware and deliberate way in your health‘s interest and thereby take back
your share of their power? The solution is so simple. And it is the only effective
thing. If you believe that politics or the economy or an institute can protect you
from such companies and their products and the resulting damages to your
system, then you let your power lie idle, and those corporations use it against
you. Neither a country‘s government nor the economy or any organization can
protect you, as long as you buy those products and store their components in
your cells.
That is often the real problem in people struck by obesity and sickness. Do
not do this to your cell tissue. It only leads to harm and chaos. With our help,
your Body is cleansed of addictive add-ins which entered your Body via food
and beverages, and thereby the fields of resonance towards those add-ins are
weakened. For as long as those add-ins remain within you, they act like fields of
resonance demanding more of their kind. And so, once they have started, many
people eat and drink ever more badly and find it hard to let go of those unhealthy eating habits. The lower their nutrition‘s quality level is, the more they
need to invest to get free of their habits and start leading a healthier or healthy
life.That is why the little treats you give yourself often start cycles of bad nutrition,
because they open your Body and system again for those harmful substances.
Less harmful substances mean less chaos in the world. Please also think of the
condition in which you will return your Body to the earth when your time will
come to change the dimensions. Do you want your Body to be biodegradable
or hazardous waste? How you leave matters. Strive to be able to be proud of
yourself and especially do not harm your children. Start today, not tomorrow.
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Show them how to live in a healthy way, how to fulfill their needs deliberately and
to reach and enjoy the feeling of content and satisfaction that comes with it.That
is one of the most valuable lessons for their life and hopefully, they will pass it on
to their children, too. Never stop being consistent, unfortunately it really is not
worth it at all. Rather use your power to think of healthy alternatives that serve
the highest good of all including your planet and be open for unexpected help
from ‚above‘ - so many Plant Souls wish to help you and the world in being and
living more healthily! When you open your field for it, you may have interesting
impulses, ideas and inspirations. Use your power. If not for your own sake (what
a pity!) then please do so for the sake of your children and their children! Do
not burden them with that kind of dependence and manipulation by gorging their
Body with harmful and weakening substances.
Soul
So many unhappy people are unhappy because they cannot live what they should.
They keep on looking, they keep on buying, but the solution to their unhappiness
is: be who you should be according to your Soul‘s Plan for this life. But as long as
you are so tainted and externally controlled, you no longer have access to your
highest potential. That is why purification is crucial if you want to develop. And
staying pure in this sense is a true blessing.
Which other effects do we have in regards to your Soul Level? We strengthen
your Soul within you as something natural, healthy and corresponding to Divine
Order. We connect your Soul to your cells and the power of grounding which
holds the power to manifest, hence we help you become more effective and
powerful. In this way, positive combinations and fields of resonance develop,
which serve and help you find your way and follow it. Also on this level we help
you become and remain happier and more satisfied.
There is nothing more satisfying than being who you are and doing what you
really should. And this always corresponds to Divine Order in every single
case. By being and acting according to your Soul Plan, you are in harmony with
the universe. Of course, you do have the option of variation by means of your
Ego‘s individual manifestation which your Soul delights in, as long as it does not
adversely affect the underlying plan. But there is a great plan for your life. When
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you adhere to it, you feel to be the right person in the right place at the right
time and that you are needed with your abilities and knowledge, your skills and
craft and that you are right just the way you are. That you are important for this
world. The extent to which you feel all this may vary, but you perceive more and
more that you can make a difference by how you have entered this world and
how you will leave it. And that is important and correct.
We make your Soul happy, your Soul blesses us, and we bless you and your Soul.
Emotions And Pain
Your Emotional Body is quite strongly influenced by what you eat. Everything
contains messengers, some of them activate, others relax and reassure, some
lift you up, others consume energy while being processed - which can also be
positive, for those are sometimes the agents that kindle your spirits. Whenever
you eat something, your system receives many different signals.
The more foods add up in a meal and day (and life) and the more those foods are
processed and chemically or even genetically engineered, the more confusing and
demanding it becomes for your system to digest and deal with those foods, and
to maintain and defend an inner emotional and as a result spiritual equilibrium.
When you provide your Body with intensely processed, denatured nutrition and
beverages, you set in motion a feud in your own system. The more of such
substances you introduce to your system or your children‘s systems, the more
challenging it is to remain healthy and maintain the vital purifying functions. And
once your purification fails, then things look and go bad for you.
So, your Body‘s physical essence tries to defend itself. Its defense is limited since
it cannot deal with those new substances and chemically or even genetically
engineered compounds. Your Body‘s physical essence is still very natural and
corresponds to Divine Order when you are born.The older you get and the more
denatured substances you consume or apply, the more your Body denatures,
which does not mean at all that it can deal better with those substances: indeed,
quite the opposite is true.
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Now, how does that affect your emotions? Well, you hardly feel serene, in a
good mood and your emotional equilibrium or content when you are sick or
experience unpleasant symptoms, right? And as mentioned above, your nutrition‘s
substances have a lasting effect on your system. It is confused and kept busy.
Some combinations of substances are deliberately made to combine harmful
substances with ‚rewarding‘ ones, i.e. substances which promote the production
of endorphin or morphine. One such example is chocolate with add-ins.
So, these substances strain your entire system, but the rewarding ones make
it harder for you to recognize your discontent‘s origin. And subsequently you
become more prone to advertisements which correspond to you and your
current fields of resonance, and you keep on buying and consuming. It is alarming
how far people and companies go for the sake of their own power. They should
be the first to learn to fulfill their needs and requirements and to perceive this
fulfillment deliberately.
In order to make this common knowledge and normal daily use, our Plant Soul
Communication is to be made accessible to all humans for free who respect it.
All who do not respect it will pay the price not in money but in other ways - the
law of resonance demands it. For the sake of your children, we implore you to
take this Plant Soul Communication seriously, to draw your conclusions from
it and take back your power for the highest good of all, so your power can no
longer be abused for the profit of few.
We help your Emotional Body become and remain stable for a while and
therefore are one of the Plant Souls with which you can work and very well
address your inner development. Therefore, you should pay close attention to
the quality of the essential oil or plant you work with. If they contain chemical
add-ins e.g. chemical fertilizers etc., they are absolutely out of the question. Some
farmers always have old cultivars from which you can get your own plants, and
Tagetes Erecta is also available in original seed banks striving to promote the
biodiversity on our planet. Such projects already exist in many countries. When
in doubt, use those banks or your efforts might backfire on you, if you invite
further bad substances and information into your field.
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We tune your Pain Body‘s vibrancy to healthy frequencies, we re-naturalize
it, so you no longer are emotionally affected by things of truly little or even
no consequence, as a result your Pain Body is no longer triggered and stops
contributing to the general chaos. And very understandably, no one can make
good decisions, see clearly and stay healthy with so much strain, feud and chaos
in their system.
Often, unwholesome patterns are instilled into your Pain Body, it is influenced
by your media consumption. If you do not prevent this by deliberately working
against it by reminding yourself at least time after time what truly matters and is
important in your life, then whenever you feel that your Pain Body is triggered by
e.g. your favorite candidate‘s failure on a TV show, understand and let your Pain
Body know that this person and this person‘s fate does not have anything to do
with you and your life.
We support you in recognizing more and more how you influence your wellbeing
and your system and how to wield your own power also on this level. Hence,
we automatically help you free yourself from external influences every day and
a little more with every wise and reasonable action and decision. In this way, you
grow into your own true potential and become ever more happy and satisfied.
Please do remember to make yourself aware of it when you feel happy and
satisfied.
Inner Child and Ego
We reassure and activate your Inner Child. The Inner Child has many different
aspects which we sum up in that term. Some of them become more vivid to
positively enrich your life, enable diversity and promote variation and accompany
you more actively during your processes and realizations. E.g. it is the Inner
Child that opens rigid patterns of thinking, so new and different ideas can even
find some space in you, your system and your intellectual world. The Inner
Child‘s potential is also responsible for a different, maybe more humorous and
less extremely serious way of dealing with yourself and your emotions. Certain
other fields of your Inner Child which make a pact with the Ego against your
development and new insights, or which are afraid of the Shadow (because these
programs were instilled and stored there), need to be reassured and healed
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and protected. The power of Mother Earth supports and carries them, keeps
them secure. She knows all, has seen all and yet is still there to protect, guard
and nurture you as well as to rejoice with you at every small step forward. She
is always there, you simply need to turn to her. And we can help you with that.
Your Ego has assumed and fulfilled functions in order to keep your system going.
It may now lay those down, relax and retire to its intended place and take up its
rightful position and function.While we act upon you and work with your system,
your Ego must not and cannot be used, programmed or externally controlled
against you. Along with the enhanced presence of Mother Earth protecting all
that is worthy of protection, we provide your system with this protection as
long as it is necessary for your highest good, a period of up to several weeks is
quite possible.
Shadow
Your Shadow does benefit from us. That is all we wish to say on this right now.
Ancestors (Issues, Programs, Information and Patterns)
Your ancestral fields often contain triggers that can be used to trigger pain or
reflexes. This can be done from without or from within you via certain substances, if your Body cannot lock those away quickly enough.
We purify the ancestral fields and restore them to Divine Order. Entrust these
fields to us, so we can address them well.
Aura (Spiritual Level, Energy Body)
We purify, clarify, protect, stabilize and strengthen the Aura by the presence of
Mother Earth which we facilitate and enhance. We bless you with all you need
from us right now.
Where, how and how often should this essential oil be applied or this plant or
Plant Soul be used for the highest good of all?
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You can use a diffuser or add one or two drops of our essential oil of highest
quality, purity and intensity to your bathing water. Another option for the bath
would be to use a strong dilution of plant water made of organic! leaves and
flowers, maybe combined with Lavender or Peppermint leaves and flowers. This
only makes sense however, if you can perceive your Aura well and notice when
it is overloaded, or when you are energetically overburdened. These applications
support your Aura‘s freedom and purity and as a result the freedom and purity
of your entire system, so they are a possibility to energetically protect or purify
yourself.
The most effective way of application is always to apply our essential oil intuitively
or to the key points as described in the answer to the next question. Of course,
you can anoint your entire Body with a dilution of our essential oil, but that is
less effective in most cases than the other application on the key points.
You can use Tagetes Erecta over a longer period of time, but it would be helpful
to give yourself a short break from time to time in order to ‚test‘ your system
how it fares without our support. If you are healthy and use our essential oil
‚only‘ for its energetic or protective properties, a minor dosage over several
weeks is sufficient.
Are there any as yet unknown ways of administration which we humans may
now learn of for the highest good of all? If so, please let us have all relevant
information.
Let us now get to the key points of your Body where you can apply us for best
results:
»» Two of them are located right behind your ears on the arch that feels like a
softly curved hill.
»» The next two are located in the hollows of your knees.
»» The next two are located on your wrists where you can take your pulse.
»» The next two are located in the small hollows between your neck and your
collarbones - when in doubt simply apply on both sides of the entire neck in
direction of your shoulders.
»» For most of you, the last and crucial point is your Throat Chakra (located in
the little hollow between your collarbones). However, some of you need our
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essential oil also a few centimeters below your navel - let your Body guide
you to the exact location.
This self-treatment makes sense every couple of days or weeks if you work
with our essential oil - follow your need and intuition here. You can also use
our plant sap for it obligatorily from ‚untreated‘ plants, however you need to
repeat the self-treatment more frequently then. Essential oil and plant sap differ
in composition and the essential oil is absorbed more easily. Their effects differ
on the physical level, and the plant sap has a shorter after-effect than the essential
oil. But it does make sense to work with the plant sap - please try both the plant
sap and the essential oil if it is available in best quality, and find out which you
prefer.
Oh, and when we say plant sap, we mean take Tagetes leaves or flowers and rub
them onto the key points. This might lead to skin discoloration there, however.
Let the plant sap adjourn for a little while and then rinse off the remainders. In
case the skin feels dry afterwards, apply some organic cold-pressed plant oil of
highest quality, e.g. coconut oil.
What does it mean from Plant Soul’s view if humans strongly dislike (hate) or
love this essential oil’s scent?
People who do not like our scent at all, usually expected a somewhat more
flowery scent. But if they smell it for a while, their perception usually changes
and they can also perceive the flowery note typical for Tagetes. It really does not
indicate much whether people like our scent or not. Both is alright as long as
they like our effect.
Now, if however a human system actually defends itself against our essential
oil, e.g. skin discolorations or short-term nausea, then our pure essential oil is
too intense at that moment and must be applied in diluted form for a period of
one to three weeks: dilute a few drops of our essential oil in 10 - 15 ml of plant
carrier oil and then apply generously on the entire Body. Those reactions can
indicate that the system is massively occupied by external energies which wish to
prevent losing their power. People with those reactions would need our essential
oil - or in case the essential oil is not available - our plant sap all the more.
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And well, if you like our essential oil‘s scent well, your physical and energetic
system benefits from it without any resistance. Use it as long as it feels good and
you need it. Please remember to take a break every now and again.
Are there any essential oils or Plant Souls which supplement or intensify this
essential oil and its Plant Soul particularly well? Please let us have all relevant
information for the highest good of all.
Yes, the Plant Souls Peppermint and Copaiba enhance us well and we also
cooperate with many other Plant Souls and their essential oils. But all those
combinations yield different effects, as different aspects are emphasized and
worked upon primarily depending on the combination of Plant Souls and essential
oils with their respective agents. In general, we also like working with the Souls of
gem stones, crystals and animals. Our connection to the Animal Souls of dolphins
and cats is particularly strong as well as to dog breeds whose behavior is similar
to cats‘, i.e. fond of cuddling and snuggling with friendly but stubborn and strongwilled character, although they clearly are dogs.
Does this Plant Soul have any more messages or can we humans do something
for this Plant Soul? Please let us have all relevant information.
No, thank you, all has been said. We now release you from our direct field of
vibrancy with blessings and congratulations. We bless you. And we thank you in
advance for all the good you are going to do for this world!
Thank you.
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